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Abstract 

Flood is one of the natural disasters causing colossal loss of life 
and property. It occurs with a strange regularity in different parts 
of India, thus devastating those particular areas. The most flood 
prone areas in the country are in the Ganga and Brahmaputra 
basins whilst the annual flood damages in the Ganga basin 
account for about 60 percent of the total. The extent of the 
damages shows a pattern of increase from west to east 
(downstream along the Ganga) and from south to north (towards 
the hills). The present study delineates the application of 
geographic information system (GIS) in mapping flood risk zones 
in Varanasi, one of the prominent districts of the Indo-Gangetic 
plain. The whole district witnesses havoc of flood in rainy season 
due to impounding of huge amount of water in the Ganga river. 
The damage and loss of life and cattle due to floods in the area 
under study are increasing year after year. It could be stated that 
high magnitude floods occurred in 2013 during the month of 
August, when the flood plains were mostly used for periodicity 
and gravity of food. Recognition of flooding parts and flood risk 
zones in the area under study are the primary steps in the flood 
control measures. GIS data base has been well utilized in 
delineating and tackling flood related problems in the area. An 
attempt has been made to prepare a map of an area measuring 
about 1526 sq. km. showing flood risk zone with the help of 
remote sensing data (IRS-P6, LISS III, 2008). A total of five flood 
risk zones are delineated in Varanasi district. With the help of 
remote sensing data, flood risk zones in the study area are 
categorized into low, middle, high, higher and highest level flood 
zones. 

Keywords: Flood, GIS, Remote Sensing, IRS-P6, Varanasi 
district 

Rezumat. Utilizarea SIG și teledetecției pentru 
cartarea zonelor de risc la inundații în districtul 
Varanasi, India  
Inundațiile reprezintă unul din dezastrele naturale care determină 
pierderi considerabile de vieți omenești și pagube materiale, ce se 
produc cu o frecvență stranie în diferite părți ale țării, pe care deseori 
le devastează. Zonele cele mai expuse la inundații din India sunt cele 
din bazinele fluviilor Gange și Brahmaputra, pagubele produse de 
inundații în bazinul Gangelui reprezentând aproape 60% din totalul 
înregistrat la nivelul țării. Frecvența acestora crește dinsre vest spre 
est (de-a lungul Gangelui) și de la sud spre nord (spre zona colinară). 
Articolul de față aduce în discuție utilizarea sistemelor informatice 
geografice (SIG) pentru cartarea zonelor supuse riscului la inundații în 
Varanasi, unul din cele mai importante districte din Câmpia Indo-
Gangetică. Acest district se confruntă cu inundații serioase în sezonul 
ploios ca urmare a cantităților uriașe de precipitații căzute în bazinul 
Gangeluui. Pierderile de vieți omenești și pagubele materiale datorate 
inundațiilor cresc de la an la an în zona de studiu. Putem spune că 
cele mai mari inundații au avut loc în luna august din anul 2013, când 
majoritatea câmpiilor, utilizate intens în agricultură, au fost serios 
afectate. Identificarea zonelor predispuse la inundații din aria de 
studiu reprezintă primul pas pentru prevenirea și atenuarea efectelor 
inundațiilor. Baza de date oferită de SIG a fost utilizată pentru a 
delimita și trata problemele legate de inundații din aria de studiu. S-a 
realizat o hartă a zonei de studiu, ce acoperă o suprafață de 1526 
km2, ce prezintă zonele supuse riscului la inundații cu ajutorul datelor 
oferite de teledetecție (IRS-P6, LISS III, 2008). în total, în districtul 
Varanasi, au fost identificate cinci zone de risc. Cu ajutorul 
teledetecției, aceste zone au fost clasificate ca zone cu risc mic, 
mediu, mare, foarte mare și extrem. 

Cuvinte cheie: Inundații, SIG, teledetecție, IRS-P6, districtul 

Varanasi 

 

 

Introduction 

A flood is an overflow of water that submerges or 

“drown land”. Flooding may result from the volume 

of water within a body of water, such as a river. A 
river is stated to flood when the flow exceeds the 

capacity within the banks.  
Floods often cause damage to homes and 

business if they are in the natural flood plains of 

rivers. The damages could be attributed to the 
urbanization of flood plains and the indiscriminate 

development of industries in areas normally liable to 
flood.  Flood result from excessive rainfall within the 

short duration of time and consequent high river 
discharge damaging crop and infrastructures 

(Joy&Lu, 2004). 

In the area under investigation, a flood like 

situation prevailed in the urban localities and in the 

villages situated in the low lying areas of the district 
every year.  The central water commission, a central 

government department, measures the hydrological 
data pertaining to different river in the country. The 

data are gauge, discharge, sediment and water 

quality-maximum, average, minimum water level 
during monsoon and non-monsoon periods. The 

commission cited the highest water level in August 
2013 as 71.66 m above mean sea level, the normal 

water level being 66m above mean sea level.  
For the last two decades, advancement in the 

field of remote sensing and geographic information 

system (GIS) has greatly facilitated the operation of 
flood mapping and flood risk assessment. Satellite 
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remote sensing coupled with Geographical 
Information System (GIS) has a powerful role in 

monitoring and mapping flood inundated and 

drainage congested areas. It is evident that GIS has 
a great role to play in natural hazard management 

because natural hazards are multi-dimensional and 
the spatial component is inherent (Coppock, 1995). 

The main advantage of using GIS for flood 

management is that it not only generates a 
visualization of flooding, but also creates potential to 

further analyze this product to estimate probable 
damage due to flood (Hausmann &Webber, 1998; 

Clark, 1998). Nowadays, modern techniques and 
tools, especially remote sensing, help the planners 

to evaluate the potential of natural dangers caused 

by flood in the least time and it is a good method to 
evaluate the damages. Satellite images are used 

widely to investigate the flood zone of hazardous 
regions (Nawaz and Shafique, 2003). Remote 

sensing data acquired in the visible, near infrared 

(IR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) regions were 
utilized for providing information on spatial pattern 

of flood inundation (Chopra et. al., 1993, Jha, 1993 
and Rao et. al., 1998). Aerial imagery and satellite 

images are used widely to investigate the flood zone 

of hazardous regions. Nawaz has used remote 
sensing and GIS software to analyse flood danger; 

the aim of his research was to develop a map  for 
crop fields of mozafrabad,  and developing  a  GIS 

based database for damageable  regions and  to 

show the highlighted installation which were 
exposed to flood (Nawaz and Shafique, 2003). 

Area under study 

Varanasi is located in the Gangetic plain of Uttar 

Pradesh. It is the oldest living city in the world. 
Varanasi district, extending between 25°10’ to 

25°37’ N latitude and 82°39’ to 83°10’ E, lies in 
eastern Uttar Pradesh (Fig. 1).  

The city is spreading over an area of 1454.11 

sq.km, it has a total population of 1,425,113 (as 
year 2011 census report) persons (751,060 males 

and 674,053 females). Study area as viewed on 
satellite data is shown in the fig. 2 

 

Fig. 1: Location of the Study Area
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Fig. 2: Study Area as viewed on IRS-1C LISS III data, 2008

Preparation of mapping parameters 
through remote sensing 

Geology of the area 

The area is underlain by the alluvial deposits of 
Quaternary age. The older alluvium of the Ganga 

valley form slightly elevated land surface of the 

area. This deposit is believed to be middle to upper 
Pleistocene and lies well above the highest flood 

level of the rivers of the area. The Newer Alluvium 
generally occupies the lower elevation and is 

restricted to the flood plains of the present day river 
along their channels and consists of fine to medium 

grained sands, silts and minor amount of clays. 

However, there is not always a clear demarcation 
line between Older Alluvium and Newer Alluvium. 

The Older Alluvium is dark coloured and generally 
rich in concretions and nodules of impure calcium 

carbonate. These concretions are of various shape 

and size and are known as ‘Kankar’ (Kankar is a 

local term defining hard and coarse materials). The 

Varanasi Older Alluvial Plain represents the oldest 
geomorphic surface occurring at highest tectonic 

level in the Gangetic plain. The study-area lies 
between the Ganga in the south and the Gomti in 

the north with the river Varuna river flowing in the 
central part imprinting upon the geology of the 

areas as it’s consists of inter-bedded layers of sand, 

silt and clay with off and on association of ‘Kankar’ 
and clay. 

Physiographic divisions 

On the basis of relief variation, geology and 

drainage characteristics, the study area has been 
divided into three physiographic divisions: 

i) Upper Ganga-Varuna plain, 

ii) Varuna-Gomati interfluence and 
iii) Ganga-Varuna interfluence. 
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Upper Ganga-Varuna plain 
The Upper Ganga-Varuna plain is spread over 

nearly 31.05% of the district. Varanasi is situated on 

the left bank of the Ganga river and lies in the heart 
of the Middle Ganga plain. The Varuna river enters 

from the western side along the Dhaukalganj lying 
in Bharagaon development block and drains Pindra 

and Harahua development blocks. 

The region representing a near level surface 
having alluvium deposits may be divided into parts: 

(a) low land and (ii) upland. The low land locally 
known as ‘Tarai’ is the recent creation of river 

floods, formed of newly deposited alluvium soil, and 
locally termed as ‘Bhangar’ lying well above the 

present flood plain, is mainly composed of 

concretionary material. The general slope of this 
tract is form west to the east and south-east. 

Varuna-Gomati interfluence  
The Varuna-Gomati Interfluence covers about 

40.84% of the total area of the district. It is again 

sub-divided into two units: (i) upper region 
(Uparwar) and lower land (Tarai). 

The upper region lies in the northern and 
western parts of the district where no flood occurs 

even in the rainy season also. The low land (Tarai) 
has further been divided into: i) Inundated areas 

along the Varuna river, and ii) inundated areas along 

the Gomati river and its tributaries. Towards the side 
of the Varuna river in Varuna-Gomati interfluve, the 

villages, namely Sirisi, Barthara, Kalan, Parnapur, 
Amauli, eastern part of Jalhuapur, Mustafabad, 

Ambapur, Dhobahi, Shidasa Goberha, Rampur etc. 

are usually flooded during the rainy season locally 
called as tari villages. The eastern part of Bela, 

Azagara, Bartharakhund and Rampur etc. are 
flooded by the Nand river, a tributary of the Gomati 

in the period of heavy downpour. The northern part 

of Rajwari and Tekuri, western part of Dhauradhara 
and eastern part of Azgara etc. are also flooded. 

Hathi nala, another tributary, is frequently flooded 
during the rainy season, causing much damage of 

the life and property to villages such as Azgara, 
Benipur etc. A very small area of Akatha, Baraipur 

villages and the northern part of Hiramanpur 

covered by Narokhar, Tal, along the river Varuna, is 
also flooded during the rainy season. 

The Ganga-Varuna interfluence 
The region covers the areas of Sewapuri, 

Araziline and Kashi Vidyapeeth development blocks 

lying in the western and southern part of the 
district. It covers about 28.11% of the total areas of 

the district. It can further be sub-divided into two 
parts: 

i) The Upper Plain of Ganga-Varuna interfluence, and 
ii) The flood zone 

Over all, Varanasi district unfolds 4.79% of the 

total land along the river banks to be frequently 

flooded during the rainy season, causing damage 
both to human life and property. 

The uplands are designated as Bhangar (locally 

known as Uparwar) and the low lying areas liable to 
floods in the rainy period are known as Khadar 
(known as Tarai) with newer alluvium deposited by 
the rivers during the floods. Gemorhological map of 

the study area has been prepared through remote 

sensing data and the area is classified into only 5 
important geomorphological class i.e. alluvial plain, 

point bars, sand bars, river island with alluvial 
deposits and river island with sand deposits (Fig. 3). 

The study area belongs to the flood plain deposit, so 
that no other geomorphological features are 

identified. 

 

Fig. 3: Geomorphological features in Varanasi 
district 

Drainage and water ponds 

Drainage plays a very important role in shaping 
the physical characteristics of the area under study. 

The Ganga with its tributaries, Gomti and Varuna, 
form the drainage pattern of the study area. The 

Ganga river is an important source of drinking water 
as well for irrigation. The existing water bodies are 

extracted through IRS-P6 LISS III Remote Sensing 

data, 2008 (Fig. 2). 
The Ganga and its tributaries 
The Ganga river, the main drainage line of the 

study area, is flowing from the eastern side of the 

Varanasi city. The river flow towards the east in 

Araziline development block and takes a turn 
towards the north where the city of Varanasi is 

located on high platform formed of pebbles and 
Kankars. From Chandrawati to Kaithi (in Cholapur 
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development block) it flows northwards, resembling 
to its flow at Varanasi, thus Kaithi is known as Up-

Kashi. The Gomati river, a meandering river, touches 

the Varanasi district near Bhadwan village in 
Cholapur development block and forms its northern 

boundary (33 km), debouching into the Ganga 
flowing through Niyardih, Babatpur, Azagara, 

Dhaurhara, Tekuri, Rajwari and Kaithi villages. Its 

main tributary is the Nand river, which flows into the 
Gomati river at Ajgara village. The Varuna, a 

perennial river, divides the Varanasi district into two 
parts and joins the Ganga near Sarai Mohan, east of 

Varanasi city after flowing for nearly 40 km through 
Akohra, Kundi, Gaharwar, and Koirajpur villages. It 

has no important tributary excepting the Bisuhil. 

Throughout its course, the Varuna river has a fairly 
high bank which is scoured on either side by 

numerous ravines. Assi is a small local rain fed 
stream, the old historical southern boundary of 

Varanasi, highly polluted and congested, chocking 

due to encroachment. Now due to enormous load of 
pollution, the river ‘Assi’ has been turned into a 

‘Nallah’ i.e. a sewer-line. The Ganga, Varuna and 
Assi are the three natural streams which finally 

receive the storm water flows into the city of 

Varanasi. A number of interconnected ponds play a 
significant role in the drainage of the storm water 

e.g. ‘Sitakund’ and ‘Ramkumd’. 

Soils 

Soils are the valuable resources for the luxuriant 
growth of natural vegetation and cultivated plants. 

Soils, alluvium in nature in the area are classified 

with the help of IRS-P6 LISS III data, 2008 by 
applying supervised classification techniques (Fig. 

4). The soils of Varanasi district can be classified 
into four categories depending upon their texture, 

composition and formation process as the rivers 
have played a major role in it. 

i) Ganga sandy loam, 

ii) Western low land soil, 
iii) Western upland soil and 

iv)  Loamy soil. 

 

Fig. 4: Soils in the study area 
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Ganga sandy soil 
It covers 25% of the area along the bank of the 

river Ganga and the lower part of the Gomati river 

especially lying in the inundated or flooded areas in 
the rainy season.  

Sandy soil has either sands or a mixture of small 
fine particles of soil suitable for Zaid crops. 

Western low land soil 
It occupies the northern part of the district along 

the Gomati river and its tributary. It is a fertile 

loamy soil and neutral in character, brownish, with 
sufficiently mature profile. There are certain usar 

and semi usar (barren land) patches scattered here 
and there in Cholapur and Chiraigaon development 

blocks. They are unclassified and lack in well 

development profiles. These are moderately alkaline 
in nature with a pH value of 8.2. 

Western upland soil 
It is a stiff clay loam type of soil and covers most 

of the areas of the district intermixed with alluvial 

soil in different parts.  
In some scattered patches, this soil is affected by 

saline or salt and locally called ‘Reh’ or salt affected 
soil. In these patches, hard formation can be seen at 

a depth of about 5m below the ground, which 
restricts infiltration of rain water. 

Loamy soil 
This soil is found in the northern part of the 

Cholapur development block along the bank of the 

Gomati river. The soil consists of fine and coarse 
sand. It is deficient in plant nutrients with low water 

holding capacity. 

In general, the soils of the district may broadly 
be divided into two major types: 

(i) Khadar and (ii) Bhanger 
A Khadar (newer alluvium) covers the flood 

plains in the vicinity of the rivers including their 

reaches and also old beds. It is replenished annually 
by new deposits.  

The soil naturally remains moist as its derives 
moisture from the river through seepage in the dry 

season and are capable of growing Rabi and Zaid 
crops without irrigation. These are locally know as 

‘Tari’ and are classified as Ganga sandy soils 

consisting of fine silts along the Ganga and Gomati 
rivers. The newer alluvial soil contains a low 

percentage of humus content and nitrogen. Being 
more silty in texture, it is highly friable and 

favourable for the Bhadai (Kharif), Rabi and Zaid 

crops (especially root crops). Under secured 
irrigation facilities, some of the areas with these 

soils are producing rice too, especially the early 
varieties. 

The Bhangar is older alluvium with no flood 
effect, except for the low lying areas in patches 

which are either termed as Tal or consist of 

impervious clay layer found in the sub soil. It is 
often heavier, with higher proportion of clay. 

Being sticky and usually not well drained, it is 
richer in lime content and kankar and is more 

suitable for rice cultivation. The low lying areas 

which hold water for a long time and become dry 
in winter season are good for cultivation of Rabi 

crops. 

Land use and natural vegetation 

For a long time human survival was based on 
plough and pastoral activities. It has almost 

destroyed all the forest covers lying earlier in the 

study region by direct cutting, burning and grazing. 
Presently, the afforested area is almost negligible.  

Only in the Tari part of the district, it is observed 
in its natural form. In cultivated areas, it is found in 

the form of gardens, groves and trees planted under 
social forestry. Mango and Banyan tress are 

observed throughout the region.  

The grasses that grow in the forest are Kaans 
(Saccharum spontaneum), Munj (Erianthus 
munia), Kala Siris (Albiziz lebbeck) etc., trees like 
Pipal (Fiscus religiosa), Shisham (Dalbergia 
sissoo), Neem (Azadirachta indica), Bel (Aegle 
marmelos), Jamun (Syzgium cumuni), Kadam 
(Anthro cephalus cadamba), Chilbil (Holaptelia 
integrifolia), Jackfruit, Guava (Psidium guajava), 
Mahua (Madhuca indica) are some common plant 

species found everywhere within the study area. 
Transplantation of trees under social forestry 

programme has started in the study area along 

the railway lines, canals and roads, on vacant 
lands of Gram Panchayats. Munj, sarpat and some 

local grasses and bushes along the rivers and 
undulating lands provide a scenario of the natural 

vegetation although their natural panorama is 

distributed and altered these days by the 
inhabitants to fulfill their growing demand for 

building materials and other domestic uses. 
Using IRS-P6 LISS III Remote Sensing data, 

2008, land use/land cover map is prepared using 

Image Processing Supervised Classification 
Techniques, in which five important classes are 

delineated i.e. agricultural field, fallow land, 
vegetation, built-up area, and water bodies (Fig. 5).  

The study area mainly comes under the Ganga 
plain having good fertile soils, so that majority of the 

area comes under very good agricultural area. 

Forest area is being reduced by pushing the frontier 
of agriculture. On the other hand, good agricultural 

land is being usurped by urban sprawls, industrial 
establishments and expansion of human settlements 

and infra-structural facilities.  

The district is covered by 2961 hectares of forest 
and dense bushes in 2001. However, it is quite 

below the norms of ‘Natural Forest Policy’ stipulating 
that 33% of land should be covered with forest, so 

that greenery may be maintained. 
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Methodology for flood risk zonation 

In the present paper an attempt has been made 
to prepare the map of an area covering Varanasi 

district, measuring about 1560 sq. km. (Fig. 1 & 2). 

The major rivers that flow through this area are the 
Ganga and Varuna. Some of the major tributaries of 

the Ganga, like the Yamuna, Chambal, Ghagara are 
responsible for increasing the potential of flood in 

the area. The methodology adopted for flood risk 

zonation is described as follows:  
Georeferenced IRS P6, LISS III data (false color 

composite, scale 1 : 50,000), of 2008. 

 

ARC GIS version-9.3 and Erdas Imagine-9.2. 

For this study, georeferenced image is added onto 
ARC GIS platform and was manually digitized and 

some attributes were also added. Based on onscreen 
digitization, flood zonation areas are demarcated.  

Data available through attribute table of ARC GIS 

shape file is used to generate some simple statistical 
information related to flood zone areas. 

 

Fig. 5: Land Use/Land Cover of Varanasi district, 2008 

Results and discussion 

In the map produced (Fig. 6), a total of five flood 

risk zone are delineated in Varanasi district and 
flood risk factors are indicated in the legend with 

increasing number. The extent of the flood risk 

zones are presented in Table 1.  
The water bodies in the satellite data are shown 

in light to dark blue every year, but this unit was not 
considered under flood risk zones.  
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The stabilized river islands occupied by 
vegetation and agricultural crops are clearly 

identified with the help of remote sensing satellite 

data; this unit is considered under low level flood 
plain. Sand banks and temporary river islands are 

showing herein as a brighter white color. This 
category includes the parts which are being flooded 

during the rainy season every years.  

The flood plain alongside minor stream drainage 
in northern, north-eastern and in between the study 

area comes under low and middle level flood plain 
as the stream is inundated. Low and middle level 

flood plains are also delineated along the Ganga 
river. Low level and middle level flood plain get 

submerged every year during the monsoon season. 

The low level and middle level flood plain are 
located alongside the Ganga, Varuna and Gomti 

rivers, which is nothing but the meander belts which 
are clearly interpreted with numerous impressions of 

natural levees, point bars and ox-bow lakes fall. 
Some higher natural levees in this zone can stand 

high and dry in moderate flooding. Low level flood 

zone is flooded during heavy rains of the season 
almost every year where as middle level gets 

flooded in 10-15 years flood.  
Flood risk is less in other area than along the 

rivers. The flood plains alongside the Ganga and 

Varuna rivers are also showing higher level flood risk 
zone and here flood risk is lesser as the 

slopes/gradient of the Ganga, Varuna and Gomti 
rivers are quite high compared to other parts within 

the study area.  
Higher and highest level flood plain have a 

higher elevation than the others and get flooded 

only once in a 100 year flood (Mohan et. al., 2011). 
Higher and highest level flood plain can be 

identified in the middle part and south-eastern part 
of Varanasi district. 

Table 1: Area statistics of different flood risk zones 

S.No.      Flood Risk Zone Area in sq.km. Area in % 

1 Sand Banks/Temporary/Stabilized River Island and River 36.98 2.42 

2 Low Level Flood 122.20 8.01 

3 Middle Level Flood Plain 422.58 27.69 

4 High Level Flood Plain 413.35 27.09 

5 Higher Level Flood Plain 119.64 7.84 

6 Highest Level flood Plain 411.00 26.93 

 

Fig. 6: Flood risk zones
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Conclusion 

Satellite remote sensing integrated with 
Geographical Information System (GIS) plays a 

powerful role in monitoring and mapping flooded 

and drainage congested areas.  
It is evident that GIS has a great role to play in 

natural hazard management because natural 
hazards are multi-dimensional and the spatial 

component is inherent.  

With the help of remote sensing data, study area 
has been divided into five flood risk zones i.e. low, 

middle, high, higher and highest level. Based on the 
above study, it is found that maximum 422.58 sq. 

km. area comes under middle level flood risk zone 
where as high, higher and highest level flood zones 

constitute around 433.35, 119.64 and 411 sq.km.  
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